Isola Bella
Apartments
L AGO

MAGGI ORE

Borromeo
Experience

The Isole Borromee are located on the
Piedmontese side of Lago Maggiore and are
one of the most renowned tourist attractions
at national and international level. The wealth
of their artistic and historical heritage and the
harmony of the natural setting in which they
are immersed make Isola Bella and Isola
Madre a destination with extraordinary charm,
celebrated for centuries also by poets, writers
and intellectuals.
Seen from high up, the shape of Isola Bella
recalls a vessel emerging from the waters of
the lake, with Palazzo Borromeo at the bow
and the enchanting Italian-style Baroque
garden at the stern. The seventeenth-century
dwelling has a large central hall and numerous
rooms with paintings and furnishings typical
of Baroque style. The garden is considered a
genuine masterpiece of botany, dominated by
the Teatro Massimo and ten flower-covered
terraces. The white peacocks that wander
freely among the flowerbeds enchant tourists
from all over the world.
A visit to Isola Bella combines perfectly with
one to Isola Madre, which is larger and more
exotic, characterised by luxuriant vegetation
thanks to botanical species, some of which
rare, coming from all over the world.

For those wishing to immerse themselves in
nature at its most authentic, in Stresa,
Parco Pallavicino is another attraction not
to be missed: an 18-hectare oasis in which
50 mammal and bird species live and
where the spectacle of the colours and
perfumes of the Flower Garden is on show
throughout spring and summer.
Parco del Mottarone, twenty minutes from
Stresa between Lago Maggiore and Lake
Orta, is the ideal destination for those who
love sport, outdoor walks and excursions by
bike. The possibility of hiring an e-bike is
combined with the excitement and fun of
the routes with various levels of difficulty
inside the Mottarone Adventure Park.
Finally, in a more extensive tour of Lago
Maggiore as far as the Lombard shore, you
can include the medieval castle of Rocca di
Angera, which is among the treasures of
Terre Borromeo.

Isola Bella Apartments are the ideal solution for those
wishing to experience the Isole Borromee for a
weekend or a few days in the relaxing, romantic
atmosphere of Lago Maggiore.
Located on Isola Bella and reachable via the regular
ferry service or by taxi boat, the apartments are just a
few yards from Palazzo Borromeo. Formerly
fishermen’s dwellings, all the apartments have
recently been completely restructured to offer guests
a stay with the maximum comfort as the watchwords.
Spacious and inviting, all include fully-equipped
kitchen, air-conditioning and WiFi.

Via Villa
Structured over three floors, it can
host up to a maximum of 6 people. Its
70 m2 surface area includes one
bedroom, two sofa-beds, a day zone
with fully-equipped kitchen, two
bathrooms and a small terrace.
NOT TO BE MISSED: the mint green of
the walls for total relaxation

Via della Posta
70 m2 structured over 3 floors make
the apartment in Via Posta the perfect
refuge for enjoying Isola Bella.
One bedroom, two sofa-beds, a day
zone with fully-equipped kitchen, two
bathrooms and a small terrace. It can
host up to 6 people.
NOT TO BE MISSED: the balcony with
views of the lake

Via del Voltone
This is the largest and most sought-after
apartment. A small staircase joins its
three levels together. A bedroom with a
bathroom is located on the second floor.
On the top you find the attic: an ample
living zone with kitchen, sofa-bed,
bathroom and small terrace. Illuminated
by its three arch windows, it offers a fine
view over the Golfo Borromeo.
90 m2, it can host 4 people.
Adding the Suite Via del Voltone on the second
floor, the apartment can host up to 8 people.

NOT TO BE MISSED: the light that bathes
all the spaces

Suite Via del
Voltone
A welcoming nest for a romantic escape.
The second floor of the apartment in Via
del Voltone, it is structured over a single
level; it includes a bedroom with
bathroom and a TV lounge with sofa-bed.
With a total of 40 m2, it can host up to 4
people.
NOT TO BE MISSED: the view of Palazzo
Borromeo and the Church of San Vittore

Via Vittorio
Emanuele
Structured on one level, it can host up
to a maximum of 3 people.
Its 45 m2 surface area includes one
bedroom, one sofa-bed, a day zone
with fully-equipped kitchen, one
bathroom and a small terrace.
NOT TO BE MISSED: the wonderful
view of Stresa and Lago Maggiore

General Info
APARTMENTS
LOCATION

CHARGES*

CAPACITY
MAX NO. PEOPLE

VIA VILLA
VIA DELLA POSTA
VIA DEL VOLTONE**
SUITE VIA DEL VOLTONE
VIA VITTORIO EMANUELE

6
6
4
4
3

MONDAY-THURSDAY

FRIDAY-SUNDAY

€230
€230
€300
€190
€200

€250
€250
€330
€200
€220

*Charge for 2 people/night.
For each additional guest: € 65/night weekday, €70/night weekends.
**Adding the Suite Via del Voltone on the second floor, the apartment can host up to 8 people.
THE CHARGE INCLUDES

EXTRA SERVICES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

• Cleaning on the day of arrival with sanitisation

• Daily cleaning service

• Consumable items

• Daily laundry change
• Transport service in private motorboat

CHECK-IN: 3PM-5PM
CHECK-OUT 9AM-11AM

PET FRIENDLY

NO SMOKING

SERVICES INCLUDED
•Reception with staff on arrival on Isola Bella for
check-in
• Emergency service 24/7
• Bed linen and bathroom towels
• Change of sheets after the fifth day of your stay
• Cot for young children available on request
• Heating and air conditioning adjustable by the
customer
• "Acqua di Stresa" toiletries courtesy set

• Kettle
• Courtesy water bottles
• Iron
• Free WiFi
• Flat-screen TV
• Borromeo Card: 10% discount on entry to
all the museum sites, on purchases in the
cafeterias and bookshops, in the shops of
“Vicolo del Fornello” in the town of Isola
Bella at the Bistrot Il Fornello.

FOOD EXPERIENCE
In Vicolo del Fornello it will be possible to contact the Bistrot Il Fornello. Bottega con Cucina
to organise breakfasts, lunches and dinners.
On request, it is possible to have a personal chef in the apartment for dinner. Tasty Italian
recipes prepared before your eyes for a private cooking show.

CANCELLATION CONDITIONS
It is possible to cancel the whole booking without penalties up to 14 days before arrival.
Once that period has passed, the full amount will be charged.

For information and bookings: booking@isoleborromee.it | tel. +39 0323 933478
isoleborromee.it; FB-IG: @terreborromeo

